AVOIDING

THE “RACE TO
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IN NEW & USED
VEHICLES

RETHINKING “THE RACE
INTRODUCTION
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Thanks for downloading this ebook! We created it to help independent
dealers perform better in today’s tough used vehicle market.
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and the dealer’s desire to acquire more customers and sell more vehicles.
If you’re feeling the pressure, read on to learn how the top-performing independent
dealers have overcome today’s challenges and how you can do the same.
Second, remember that the “race” is a permanent and highly challenging feature
of the automotive retail marketplace. The Internet has brought an unprecedented
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amount of transparency to automotive retail, arming car buyers with
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CHALLENGES THAT THE
INTERNET HAS CREATED
FOR CAR DEALERS
It wasn’t that long ago when only dealers possessed most of the relevant information
needed to sell a car, and in some cases, received their listing price. The very
nature of this imbalance made terms very favorable for a dealer. However,
the Internet has caused a shift to a more efficient market between dealers
and car buyers.
An efficient market is where all pertinent information is available to all participants
at the same time, and where prices respond immediately to available information.

THERE ARE FOUR CONSEQUENCES
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* Advanced Industries, Innovating automotive retail - Journey towards a customer-centric, multiformat sales and service network, McKinsey&Company, 2014.

A DIFFERENT
APPROACH
Some dealers refuse to accept the new market realities, believing in a version
of the car business that has arguably faded away. Other dealers are more
aware of the race and its symptoms, but they haven’t yet figured out the
operational strategy and processes that help them acquire more customers
and sell more new and used vehicles in a more profit-healthy manner.
An even smaller group of franchise and independent dealers seem to have
crafted a recipe for success. In fact, they thrive in this new retail environment,
selling more cars as they’ve embraced new terms of engagement and are using
this transparency to their advantage.
For these dealers, there is no “race to the bottom”. Rather, they understand
success goes to the dealer who wins the “race to the consumer”. This “race” entails
offering the right cars at the right prices, and delivering the right in-dealership
experience to earn a fair profit and seed long-term loyalty.

4 KEYS TO
“AVOIDING THE RACE”
1 // PROPER PRICING
2 // PROMOTION

Not all of these dealers approach the “race to the consumer” in exactly the same

3 // ACQUISITION

way. However, their business plans feature the following attributes.

4 // PROCESS
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PROPER PRICING

Today, dealers don’t expect to make $3,000 to $4,000 front-end gross profits on new and used
vehicles unless the market validates such expectations. The challenge then becomes
understanding how to assess and act upon market supply, demand and pricing data to determine
each car’s pricing and profit “sweet spot” in the market — from the day it’s purchased to the day
it sells. Proper pricing doesn’t mean pricing vehicles at the bottom; it means pricing and repricing
vehicles to fit what the consumer views as the market for the vehicle.
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PROMOTION

Every new or used vehicle deserves its best shot to attract a potential buyer — an indisputable
page from Car Retailing 101. But, in today’s environment, consumers are looking to validate
more than just the car and the price. They want to validate your dealership as a place where
they can buy with confidence and, for some, even a degree of pride. This is now an important
third leg of online merchandising that remains a challenge for dealers who find it difficult to arm
every vehicle with its own compelling descriptions and photos, much less place the vehicle to
maximize its visibility to potential buyers.
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ACQUISITION
This one activity is “ground zero” for winning today’s “race to the consumer” and avoiding the “race
to the bottom”. In new or used vehicles, it’s imperative that dealers do all they can to obtain the
vehicles consumers want — and for the least investment. Dealers are usually more astute about
the proper acquisition of used vehicles than new vehicles. In the past, it has been easier to tell
what consumers want and to readily see (and account for) what’s on the ground in the market.
Franchise dealers now use similar competitive insights into the new vehicle market to help them
purchase and retail more in-demand vehicles at a faster pace — essentially a new vehicle inventory
profile that drives operational velocity and vitality.
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#

PROCESS

Successful dealers today have worked hard to transform their dealership cultures and reputations
to help them win the “race to the consumer.” They take pains to ensure in-store sales processes
consistently reflect the market-based pricing transparency and customer experience they
promote online. In the end, these dealers find that customers will pay more for a superior
experience — and they’ll tell their friends.
Perhaps the best news for dealers is that the race to the consumer is a relatively new contest.
It’s still the same racetrack, but the conditions and course are different — which means the most
adaptable dealers are the first to find the winner’s circle.

RESULTS
Dealers using these best practices to arm themselves with information
will win the “race to the consumer” and avoid the “race to the bottom.”
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BRADLEY BERNDT, OWNER
AUTO HAUS ON VELP

Before Bradley Berndt started working with Provision®, business
seemed good — but the hours were bad and his profits were average.
Then he started winning the “race to the customer” by managing his
inventory with the Velocity Method of Management®.
Bradley now makes more profit on each vehicle because he knows exactly
how much he can sell it for before he buys it because he has the right
insights. As a result, his PVR (Per Vehicle Retailed) went from $1,300 a
month to more than $3,000. This new strategy changed his business, and
his life, for the better.

THE POWER OF TURN
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RESULTS
Dealers using these best practices to arm themselves with information
will win the “race to the consumer” and avoid the “race to the bottom.”
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MIKE REZI, MANAGING PARTNER
NISSAN OF COOKEVILLE

Mike Rezi realized he would need to draw in new customers from larger
markets to grow his sales volume and profits. Rezi recognized the potential
of the Internet and how he could use it to his advantage. Online, he could
capture shoppers and compete with the big metro dealers. However, his
dealership also realized that they would need to fix their new car pricing
and stocking strategy by using real-time market insights to promote the
right vehicles and not price his vehicles too aggressively.
With an emphasis on transparency, Nissan of Cookeville continues to grow
their inventory, attract customers from larger, metropolitan competitors
and increase their sales volume.
With all this valuable market insight, his market share performance is
now three times better than the average dealer.
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RESULTS
Dealers using these best practices to arm themselves with information
will win the “race to the consumer” and avoid the “race to the bottom.”
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ANDREW WALSER
WALSER AUTOMOTIVE GROUP

When Andrew Walser took over the family business from his father, Jack,
he knew he had some big shoes to fill. Walser Automotive Group had a
history of success that went back decades. Andrew started using vAuto’s
tools at his 13 dealerships in 2008, and their sales and used gross profit
continue to exceed expectations.
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CONCLUSION
As margin compression caused by Internet transparency becomes more pervasive, dealers
will need to continue to transform their retailing strategy and adapt. There is no question
that this access to information temporarily created an imbalance where the dealer was at
a disadvantage.
Fortunately, some dealers have regained this control and now use insights and live
market data that allow them to avoid blindly racing to the bottom to retail their inventory.
As a result, these dealers price their vehicles competitively while not sacrificing more
margin than is needed. They thrive in this new efficient market and are using the Internet
to their advantage.

ABOUT VAUTO
vAuto® provides innovative technology, tools and business intelligence to thousands of
dealerships across the United States and Canada, helping them compete more effectively and
increase new/used vehicle sales volumes and profits. Founded in 2005, vAuto revolutionized
dealers’ used vehicle operations with the groundbreaking Provision® Suite of tools. Leveraging
The Velocity Method of Management®, pioneered by vAuto founder, Dale Pollak, Provision
helped dealers adopt a more transparent- and turn-focused approach to used vehicle
acquisition, appraising, pricing and merchandising based on real-time, local market
supply-and-demand data. In 2018, vAuto released the Provision ProfitTime metric and
methodology to help dealers maximize inventory turn and gross profit based on the investment
value or profit potential of each vehicle. The same year, the company expanded its integrations
with Cox Automotive’s HomeNet unit and acquired iRecon, an online reconditioning workflow
platform. The moves extend vAuto’s efficiency-focused used vehicle management solutions
into vehicle merchandising and reconditioning.
vAuto’s solutions also include Conquest, a new vehicle inventory management and pricing
system, and Stockwave, which enables dealers to efficiently find and purchase vehicles
from leading wholesale sources via a single platform.

